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The articles [19], [6], [27], [21], [20], [11], [1], [22], [28], [29], [16], [3], [18], [4], [5], [15], [17],
[2], [7], [25], [8], [23], [13], [24], [26], [9], [14], [12], and [10] provide the notation and terminology
for this paper.

1. CONVEX AND INTERNAL METRIC SPACES

LetV be a non empty metric structure. We say thatV is convex if and only if the condition (Def. 1)
is satisfied.

(Def. 1) Letx, y be elements ofV andr be a real number. Suppose 0≤ r andr ≤ 1. Then there
exists an elementz of V such thatρ(x,z) = r ·ρ(x,y) andρ(z,y) = (1− r) ·ρ(x,y).

Let V be a non empty metric structure. We say thatV is internal if and only if the condition
(Def. 2) is satisfied.

(Def. 2) Letx, y be elements ofV andp, q be real numbers. Supposep > 0 andq > 0. Then there
exists a finite sequencef of elements of the carrier ofV such that

(i) f1 = x,

(ii) flen f = y,

(iii) for every natural numberi such that 1≤ i andi ≤ len f −1 holdsρ( fi , fi+1) < p, and

(iv) for every finite sequenceF of elements ofR such that lenF = len f − 1 and for every
natural numberi such that 1≤ i andi ≤ lenF holdsFi = ρ( fi , fi+1) holds|ρ(x,y)−∑F |< q.

The following proposition is true

(1) LetV be a non empty metric space. SupposeV is convex. Letx, y be elements ofV and
p be a real number. Supposep > 0. Then there exists a finite sequencef of elements of the
carrier ofV such that

(i) f1 = x,

(ii) flen f = y,

(iii) for every natural numberi such that 1≤ i andi ≤ len f −1 holdsρ( fi , fi+1) < p, and

(iv) for every finite sequenceF of elements ofR such that lenF = len f − 1 and for every
natural numberi such that 1≤ i andi ≤ lenF holdsFi = ρ( fi , fi+1) holdsρ(x,y) = ∑F.

One can verify that every non empty metric space which is convex is also internal.
Let us note that there exists a non empty metric space which is convex.
A Geometry is a Reflexive discernible symmetric triangle internal non empty metric structure.
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2. ISOMETRICFUNCTIONS

Let V be a non empty metric structure and letf be a map fromV into V. We say thatf is isometric
if and only if:

(Def. 3) rngf = the carrier ofV and for all elementsx, y of V holdsρ(x,y) = ρ( f (x), f (y)).

LetV be a non empty metric structure. The functor ISOMV yielding a set is defined as follows:

(Def. 4) For every setx holdsx∈ ISOMV iff there exists a mapf from V into V such thatf = x
and f is isometric.

LetV be a non empty metric structure. Then ISOMV is a subset of (the carrier ofV)the carrier ofV .
We now state the proposition

(2) LetV be a discernible Reflexive non empty metric structure andf be a map fromV intoV.
If f is isometric, thenf is one-to-one.

Let V be a discernible Reflexive non empty metric structure. Note that every map fromV into
V which is isometric is also one-to-one.

Let V be a non empty metric structure. One can verify that there exists a map fromV into V
which is isometric.

Next we state three propositions:

(3) Let V be a discernible Reflexive non empty metric structure andf be an isometric map
from V into V. Then f−1 is isometric.

(4) For every non empty metric structureV and for all isometric mapsf , g fromV intoV holds
f ·g is isometric.

(5) For every non empty metric structureV holds idV is isometric.

Let V be a non empty metric structure. One can verify that ISOMV is non empty.

3. REAL L INEAR-METRIC SPACES

We introduce RLSMetrStruct which are extensions of RLS structure and metric structure and are
systems

〈 a carrier, a distance, a zero, an addition, an external multiplication〉,
where the carrier is a set, the distance is a function from[: the carrier, the carrier :] into R, the zero is
an element of the carrier, the addition is a binary operation on the carrier, and the external multipli-
cation is a function from[:R, the carrier :] into the carrier.

One can verify that there exists a RLSMetrStruct which is non empty and strict.
Let X be a non empty set, letF be a function from[:X, X :] into R, letO be an element ofX, letB

be a binary operation onX, and letG be a function from[:R, X :] into X. Observe that〈X,F,O,B,G〉
is non empty.

Let V be a non empty RLSMetrStruct. We say thatV is homogeneous if and only if:

(Def. 5) For every real numberr and for all elementsv, w of V holdsρ(r ·v, r ·w) = |r| ·ρ(v,w).

Let V be a non empty RLSMetrStruct. We say thatV is translatible if and only if:

(Def. 6) For all elementsu, w, v of V holdsρ(v,w) = ρ(v+u,w+u).

LetV be a non empty RLSMetrStruct and letv be an element ofV. The functor Normv yields a
real number and is defined by:

(Def. 7) Normv = ρ(0V ,v).
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One can check that there exists a non empty RLSMetrStruct which is strict, Abelian, add-
associative, right zeroed, right complementable, real linear space-like, Reflexive, discernible, sym-
metric, triangle, homogeneous, and translatible.

A RealLinearMetrSpace is an Abelian add-associative right zeroed right complementable real
linear space-like Reflexive discernible symmetric triangle homogeneous translatible non empty
RLSMetrStruct.

Next we state three propositions:

(6) LetV be a homogeneous Abelian add-associative right zeroed right complementable real
linear space-like non empty RLSMetrStruct,r be a real number, andv be an element ofV.
Then Norm(r ·v) = |r| ·Normv.

(7) LetV be a translatible Abelian add-associative right zeroed right complementable triangle
non empty RLSMetrStruct andv, w be elements ofV. Then Norm(v+w)≤Normv+Normw.

(8) Let V be a translatible add-associative right zeroed right complementable non empty
RLSMetrStruct andv, w be elements ofV. Thenρ(v,w) = Norm(w−v).

Let n be a natural number. The functor RLMSpacen yielding a strict RealLinearMetrSpace is
defined by the conditions (Def. 8).

(Def. 8)(i) The carrier of RLMSpacen = R n,

(ii) the distance of RLMSpacen = ρn,

(iii) the zero of RLMSpacen = 〈0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

〉,

(iv) for all elementsx, y of R n holds (the addition of RLMSpacen)(x, y) = x+y, and

(v) for every elementx of R n and for every elementr of R holds (the external multiplication
of RLMSpacen)(r, x) = r ·x.

The following proposition is true

(9) For every natural numbern and for every isometric mapf from RLMSpacen into
RLMSpacen holds rngf = R n.

4. GROUPS OFISOMETRICFUNCTIONS

Let n be a natural number. The functor IsomGroupn yielding a strict groupoid is defined by the
conditions (Def. 9).

(Def. 9)(i) The carrier of IsomGroupn = ISOMRLMSpacen, and

(ii) for all functions f , g such thatf ∈ ISOMRLMSpacen andg∈ ISOMRLMSpacen holds
(the multiplication of IsomGroupn)( f , g) = f ·g.

Let n be a natural number. Observe that IsomGroupn is non empty.
Let n be a natural number. One can check that IsomGroupn is associative and group-like.
The following propositions are true:

(10) For every natural numbern holds 1IsomGroupn = idRLMSpacen.

(11) Let n be a natural number,f be an element of IsomGroupn, and g be a map from
RLMSpacen into RLMSpacen. If f = g, then f−1 = g−1.

Let n be a natural number and letG be a subgroup of IsomGroupn. The functor
SubIsomGroupRelG yielding a binary relation on the carrier of RLMSpacen is defined by the con-
dition (Def. 10).

(Def. 10) LetA, B be elements of RLMSpacen. Then〈〈A, B〉〉 ∈ SubIsomGroupRelG if and only if
there exists a functionf such thatf ∈ the carrier ofG and f (A) = B.

Let n be a natural number and letG be a subgroup of IsomGroupn. One can verify that
SubIsomGroupRelG is total, symmetric, and transitive.
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